%'e consider the Fermi-surface properties of the a-Oui 0 Zn, system over the composition range 0&c &0.3. Our calculations are based on the application of the self-consistent coherent potential approximation to the muffin-tin Hamiltonian. The predictions of the theory with respect to the radii k""", k lpo and k "0, and the size and 
To consider the isotropicity of expansion of the Fermi surface with increasing Zn content, the quantities (5k/k) (with 5k representing the change, in a given direction of the radius k of a specific orbit from its center for 20-at. % Zn) are also plotted in Fig. 2 Table   II , since this quantity is expected to be independent of such electron-phonon effects. It is evident that the disorder scattering is the weakest for the neck electrons. This is reflected in the CPA values (see Table IO of the x"/xe &1. The predicted anisotropy of scattering, however, is not in accord with experiment, which yields x"/xe &1. Our (010) and (110) 
